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APRIL 2022
CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
Once again we approach the Spring season with its list of jobs like gardening, painting and
decorating. This time I have undertaken the long delayed repair of the collapsing gate joined with
raising the fence to prevent the escape of the dog we plan to get.
I also aim to finish the yew candlesticks which have been ongoing for somewhile, being recycled
from our warped mantlepiece.
We recently visited some of our children in London, resulting in a bit of a drama with the loss of my
wallet on the return trip. We tracked around the station and incoming train, only to find the offending
article in one of our bags.
The adventure was enhanced by the cancellation of the Metro and our having to hitch a lift on the
mainline train without tickets.
The AGM is approaching on 26 Apr when I plan to tender my resignation. My term has been
somewhat marred by Covid, but I have enjoyed the part which was infection free.
I wish my successor the best of luck with his tenure.
Robin Walling

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING has been sent to all members and
we do hope you will endeavour to attend.
(Visitors may attend but not take part in the AGM nor vote.)

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING is to be held at
Sale West Community Centre
at 7-00 on Tuesday 26th April 2022

RANDOM SCRIBBLINGS FROM A BROADBOTTOM – March 2022
DEMONSTRATIONS & COMPETITONS
Following a double wammy in March, the next demo is not until the start Tuesday in May when Rick
Dobney RPT comes for the 1st time to TDWC. I knew the name but had never seen him live so when
he was on Chestnut Products Conkers Live in June 2021, I thought maybe he’s the “New to TDWC”
that I was looking for. I hope you agree.
He offers tuition and does commissions, but isn’t a production turner, from his workshop in
Chesterfield. See rickdobney.uk for more info. I am sure that our youngest member will especially
enjoy it if Rick chooses to include texturing and colour in his demo.
(Continued overleaf… )

I have an apology to make to some members who thought the competitions
over the last 2 months could have been worded better. I need to remember that not everybody has
been turning as long as I have, and I will try to be clearer in future.
(Continued from Page 1…)

Results of the Competition Tuesday, April 29th will be published in next month’s newsletter.
May’s competition: A Box - no size restriction so literally anything with a lid.
June’s competition: A Bowl - again no size restriction.
OUTSIDE EVENTS 2022
I thought it might make things easier to digest if our outdoor events were lifted from the main diary.
End of the year events are yet to be visited but can be very profitable for members sales despite the
often chilly/damned inclement conditions.
Times stated are the organisers stated start and finish.
We have to be there well before to set up.
We will wait a few weeks before we start organising the TDWC coach to Harrogate Wood Show in
November and hopefully Martin Nield will again be seeing to this.
TRAFFORD & DISTRICT WOODCRAFT CLUB OUTDOOR EVENTS 2022
nd

THURSDAY 2 JUNE ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE
‘JUBILEE’ STREET MARKET
SUNDAY 5th JUNE JOHN LEIGH PARK ALTRINCHAM ‘JUBILEE’ FAMILY
FUN DAY 11 - 4
SUNDAY 19th JUNE SALE LIONS FATHERS DAY @ WORTHINGTON
PARK SALE 12 – 4.30
SUNDAY 26th JUNE FAMILY FUN DAY/PICNIC @ ASHTON PARK 13.0016.00
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 10th TIMPERLEY COUNTRY FAIR @
LARKHILL TIMPERLEY 10 - 5
HARROGATE WOOD SHOW Nov 11th-13th
Usual TDWC members coach Saturday 12th
NOV/DEC ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE XMAS FAIR
NOV/DEC SALE ARTS TRAIL XMAS BAZAAR

ORGANISERS ARE WAITING
FOR TRAFFORD EVENTS
TEAM OK RE ROAD CLOSURE
BOOKED & CONFIRMED
BOOKED & CONFIRMED
BOOKED & CONFIRMED
BOOKED & CONFIRMED
IF ITS ON, WE ARE GOING
TBC
TBC

Crafty things to do, to go and see.
Teenage Market Stockport Sunday 3rd in the Market Hall. 11.00 - 16.00
For young creators and performers. This years event is the 10th but I had never heard of it before.
There are also other events around the country so there is obviously some countrywide initiative to
promote our young uns.
Derbyshire Open Arts 2022 28-29 May 10.00 -17.00 -see www.derbyshireopenarts.co.uk
An art event every year at the end of May. Individuals and groups organise their own studios and
venues but join together under this umbrella organisation.
We did the tour a few years back and selected artists we liked the look of and had a great day out.
I personally know makers who have taken part and they all spoke well of the experience.
Woodfest Country Show 2022 CRAZY but I can’t find a date but I know its May
A 2 day festival of wood and country activities for all the family based off the A55 near St Asaph in
North Wales Big chainsaw carving competition - Lots of green woodworking - Pole lathes, etc
Makers at the Mill Spring Fair, Sunday April 10th - Torr Vale Mill New Mills Derbyshire
10.00-16.00 See torrvalemill.co.uk
Highly skilled artisans, skilled artists and craftspeople of New Mills and surrounding area.
N.B. for cheese lovers don’t forget to pop into the adjacent Cheese Wheel in the mill.
We went end of 2021 and there is a favourite walk of ours from Hague Bar alongside the river that
ends up at Torr Vale. Even toying with have a stall at these events but not quite made my mind up.
Julian Birtwell

Demonstration by Emma Cook on Tuesday, 1st March
Today was St David’s Day and Pancake Tuesday and this evening saw a return of the Tiny Turner
from Yorkshire. About 22 members and guests turned up for this demo’. In 2019 Emma showed
us how create a novel decorative ornament featuring an illuminated glass globe and on her previous
visits before that she had showed us how to make, a pumpkin box, a cupcake box and a triangular
box with a twist. This time she demonstrated 3 small projects – a wooden sphere, a bowl and a
furry Gonk.
To make the sphere she started with a piece of ash 3” square and 3.5“ long. (although beech or
sycamore would be easier to turn). It was mounted between steb-centres and turned to a 3” cylinder
using a roughing spindle gouge. A chucking point was made at each end using a parting tool. The
piece was now mounted in the chuck and it was turned into a lemon shape with the central area
having a 3” diameter. The next phase requires two cup chucks which can be purchased in steel but
Emma made her own out of 2x2x3” scrap wood and a packet of O rings. The headstock cup chuck
has a conventional dovetail at one end whilst the outer end is hollowed out and the rim recessed to
accept a 1” O ring which protrudes slightly beyond the wood. This silicon ring will be the driving
force when the sphere is finally shaped. The tail stock cup chuck is similarly hollowed out but instead
of a dovetail this one has a smooth bored hole which fits snuggly over the outer part of a revolving
tail stock.
The piece was now mounted sideways between these two cups such that the original dovetail
spigots were now sticking out and these were removed slowly and carefully with the spindle gouge.
Emma said that much of this removal could be done more rapidly using a band saw. The rough
sphere can now be mounted between the cups in many orientations and each time careful use of
the spindle gouge can produce a consistent 3” diameter in all directions. This could be helped by
using a template but Emma prefers to watch for the disappearance of ghost images on the horizon.
The final perfect sphere was sanded through the grits and finished with polish.
The second project was a bowl made from a 5” square, 3” deep blank of mystery wood. During the
turning this was found to be extremely hard and dense and eventually proclaimed to be hornbeam.
Most people would use a band saw to reduce the square to a circle but Emma preferred to do this
on the lathe by mounting the block between two steb-centres in the middle of the square. She made
a chucking spigot in the centre of a face and used this to mount the cylinder in the jaws. A second
chucking spigot was now made in the base - this is preferred to a recessed type as it will eventually
become a foot to raise the bowl above a surface so the aesthetic quality of the whole bowl shape
can be appreciated. The underside of this foot was decorated with two rings. The outside of the
bowl was now shaped to give a pleasing single continuous profile – the actual curve being
determined by mind and eye rather than by measurements and precise ratios. As long as it looks
right it is fine.
The bowl was now inverted and mounted on its foot so that the centre of the bowl could be hollowed
out to leave walls about ¼ thick. During this process the central core was left intact for as long as
possible as this provides stability. The rim was made slightly sloping into the bowl as this looks
better. Although the bowl was left unfinished it still had a pleasing appearance.
The final project was a furry, hairy Gonk with a big nose and a top hat – if you want to know more
about the variety of forms these creatures may have look at a website called “Turned by Elves”.
The Gonk is made in 3 parts – body, hat and nose. The body was made from 2x2x3” beach, turned
to a round between centres with a chucking point made at one end. When held in the jaws it was
shaped to a pear with a ¼” spigot at the top to carry the hat. The hat was made similarly using
American red oak and a ¼” hole drilled into the base so it fitted onto the body. The hat itself looked
like a tapered chimney pot and this time it was finished using “cut and polish” paste followed by
microcrystalline wax. The nose was made from 1” square by 3” sycamore which was clamped tightly
in the jaws and a sphere about 3/8” diameter made. This had a 1/8” stem which would fit into a hole
of similar size drilled into the upper part of the body. The Gonk was completed by gluing on a beard
with Fabritoc adhesive (hot glue from a gun could also be used.)
The finished piece looked very amusing and would clearly retail well at craft fairs.
Altogether an interesting and informative evening.
John Willson
(The Editor regrets that due to a technical error, John Axons’ photos were not included)

The St James Sutton Bell.
As a result of manufacturing some bell rope guides, I was asked to take on a project to make a scale
version of a bell model. As a covid malaise was upon me I decided that I needed the challenge.
St James Church is at Sutton which is close to Macclesfield. The model was made to instruct new
bell ringer how the bell mechanism worked, with a lever which prevented the bell from doing a full
360 deg. turn, the bell only moves about 340 deg. before it is stopped and the rope pulls it back.
I have never attempted to make something of this nature
before, so after a lot of thinking and planning I came up
with a programme of how to start. The bell was the
starting point as this would determine the overall size,
being an Engineer by trade, a lot of solutions were over
engineered.
The bell raw material was several discs of wood, using
ash and meranti glued together with a quality wood glue.
The bell profile was researched on the internet, and the
profile formed by means of wood turning. Upon
completion the bell yoke was manufactured the raw
material was a close grain piece of Elm, the yoke was
fitted to the bell. After a lot of adjustments to
accommodate the bell profile, the bell was bolted to the
yoke.
At this stage it was possible to design the rope wheel, to
reduce the width of the frame the bell mouth has to fit in
between two of the spokes of the wheel and the wheel has
to turn reasonably true to the centre line of the yoke, and
the axel on which the bell will swing. The wheel was
designed and drawn out on template paper, the design
was transferred onto a piece of plywood and the wheel
was cut out using a router and a drilling machine, two
guide rings were then cut out and glued to the rope wheel.

This assembly determine the size of the support frame, this
was manufactured from teak, and lap jointed at the four
main corners.
(Continued next page…)

(…continued) The height of the frame was determined and the side and end supports were made
and fitted. The side supports were screwed and glued to the frame. The end supports were glued.
When the glued up frame was stable the bell and the wheel were trail fitted, this determined the
position of the trunnions (bearings) so the bell could be located and the clearance checked.
Upon completion of the bell assembly, the position of the guide pulley and the striker was determined
and set, the bell rope was fitted with the help and advice of a knowledgeable bell ringer.
To add some light relief into the assembly,
I asked Andy Wilkins to carve a
Quasimodo, which was glued into the
assembly, (the bells drove Quasimodo
mad, and in the end I think I was mad).
A great deal of thought went into the
assembly and a few sleepless nights, if I
was to make another there are a few
modifications I would make.
The details of the Bell tower and St James
Church Sutton, are in a book by Mark Jacot
ISBN 978-1-800068-599-4 This book
details the history of the bell tower
Stuart Chadwick
Stuart, this was a very interesting project,
Well Done. Ed

Good News – The Club sees the return of Brew Time.
The price remains at 50p for a brew and a couple of biscuits.
(It may not stay at this price for long though.)

Boiling water care of the halls geyser.
Mugs again are shared with the hall
(or bring your own if you would rather.)

All mugs must be cleaned and dried after use.
Tea, coffee, sugar, milk and biscuits are our own.

Cheers, Julian
Events & Brewtime Secretary

We are endeavouring to keep the Club Space comfortable and safe
and we hope this will encourage members who have not been with
us yet this year to come and join in, as you are warmly welcome.
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2022

TIMETABLED CLUB NIGHT EVENTS

DEMO nights 1st Tuesdays monthly 18.30 – 22.00. (Feb to Nov)
2022 Xmas Party on December 13th 18.30 – 22.00.

All other ‘Normal workshop’ Tuesdays 18.30 – 21.30
April 5th /12th/19
April 26th
May 3rd
May 10th / 17th
May 24th / 31st

Normal Club Workshops
TDWC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Rick Dobney Woodturner RPT ***New to TDWC***
Normal Club Workshops
Normal Club Workshops

MONTHLY
COMPETITION
3 Classes
- Turned
- Carved
- General
Woodwork
A box

THURSDAY 2nd JUNE ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE ‘JUBILEE’ STREET MARKET
-- INTEREST DECLARED, TBC
SUNDAY 5th JUNE JOHN LEIGH PARK ALTRINCHAM ‘JUBILEE’ FAMILY FUN DAY
-- BOOKED/CONFIRMED

June 7th
June 14th

Julian Birtwell TDWC member
Normal Club Workshop

CONFIRMED A bowl

SUNDAY 19th JUNE SALE LIONS FATHERS DAY @ WORTHINGTON PARK SALE
-- BOOKED/CONFIRMED

June 21st

Normal Club Workshop

SUNDAY 26th JUNE FAMILY FUNDAY ASHTON ON MERSEY PARK – BOOKED/CONFIRMED

June 28th
July 5th
July 12th / 19th
July 26th

Normal Club Workshop

Paula Kearey Green Woodworker
CONFIRMED A decorated item
Normal Club Workshop
Normal Club Workshop
August 2nd
Brian Ledsham TDWC member
CONFIRMED Item from 2 or more woods
August 9th / 16th
Normal Club Workshop
August 23rd /30th Normal Club Workshop
Sept 6th
Richard Finley Production woodturner
CONFIRMED To include an element of offset
TIMPERLEY COUNTRY FAIR SEPTEMBER 10th
BOOKED
Sept 13th
Normal Club Workshop
Sept 20th / 27th
Normal Club Workshop
Oct 4th
Steve Heeley Woodturner
CONFIRMED Fruit
Oct 11th /18th /25th Normal Club Workshop
Nov 1st
Dave Thwaite TDWC member
CONFIRMED An Xmas piece
Nov 8th
Normal Club Workshop
HARROGATE WOOD SHOW Nov 11th-13th We hope to run our usual coach transport for members, Sat 12th TBC
Nov 15th / 22nd/29 Normal Club Workshop
ASHTON ON MERSEY VILLAGE XMAS FAIR and SALE ARTS TRAIL XMAS BAZAAR TBC
Dec 6th
Normal Club Workshop
Dec 13th
Club Xmas Party - Free entry to all members & their partners.
Your ‘best’ piece as
Food
&
drink
donations
most
welcome.
yet unseen at TDWC
18.30 – 22.00
Dec 20th & Dec 27
Closed - Merry Xmas & A Very Happy 2023
2023 Jan 3rd
Normal Club Workshop
No Demo this month None this month

